THE TECH won its annual baseball battle with T. E. Burt in the Tech Field yesterday afternoon, truncating the cohorts of the engineering journalists by a 1916 score.

A splendid supply of eggs slightly cursed the game—and Jeff Bert and Ed Kaye Turner, on their respective mounts, hold each side to not more than a dozen hits in any one inning.

The lineup:
T. E. Burt

THE TECH

Brick double breasted. All have patch pockets and vented backs. There is dignity, balance, smartness and serviceability in a two button double breasted. All have patch pockets and vented backs.
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The following is the list of awards:

Clash of Amherst, Talbot of Brown, McNeil of Technology, and Crane of Holy Cross are of equal ability in the discus throw. It is Flynn's turn to win. He is splendid in spirit, in middle distances, and in hurdles. McNeil of Technology has a well balanced team, with good men in the middle distances and the field events. Technology has a well balanced team, with good men in the middle distances and the field events. Technology will do well in the hurdles.

There is no favor in the meet. Williams is strong in the sprint, middle distances, and hurdles. technology has a well balanced team, with good men in the middle distances and the field events. Technology will do well in the hurdles.
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